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Abstract
We examine the concept of logistics, exemplify it by some “use cases”, bring a definition of
the term ‘logistics’ from Wikipedia (Sect. 2: What is Logistics), and then we rigorously and
stepwise unravel the constituent concepts of Transport Networks (Sect. 3), Containers and
Freight Items (Sect. 4), Transport Companies, Vehicles and Timetables (Sect. 5), Handling
(Sect. 6), Logistics Traffic (Sect. 7) and Senders and Receivers (Sect. 8). In Sects. 9–10,
Model Extensions, we discuss possible additional phenomena and concepts of logistics.
The document presents a domain model (in the form of a both English narrative and a
formal RSL description), that is, it does not present requirements to a computerised logistics
system, let alone software for such systems.
A concluding section, Logistics System Functions (Sect. 11) — to be written — surveys
some standard software and hardware support for logistics.
We constrain the treatment of logistics to that of shipping companies handling (optimal)
freight consignments (cf. waybills and bill of ladings) involving possibly multiple vehicles from
possibly multiple transport companies.
Thus we do not cover the logistics of, say, container stowage aboard container vessels. In
http://www2.imm.dtu.dk/˜db/container-paper.pdf we cover that aspect.

Methodology
This document applies the domain engineering principles of [5–9] to the domain of logistics.
The specification language used is RSL of the RAISE method [3–5,34,35,37]. The three volume
[3–5] gives an overall, 2400 page introduction to software engineering, the RAISE specification
language RSL, to abstraction and and modelling principles and techniques, and to the triptych
of software engineering: domain engineering as a basis for requirements engineering and
the latter as a basis for software design. Included in [4] are introductions to Automata
and Machines, Modules and Class Diagrams, Petri Nets [54, 65, 67–69], Message Sequence
Charts [50–52], State Charts [40–43, 45] and Temporal Logic (in the form of DC for Duration
Calculus, [78, 79]). In the present document we shall not tackle problems that cannot be
expressed in RSL. A most recent and comprehensive intriduction to domain engineering is the
less than 200 page document: http://www2.imm.dtu.dk/˜db/de+re-p.pdf.
∗
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A Series of Domain Descriptions

Incomplete Draft Version 1: May 16, 2009

This document is one in an emerging series of documents that describe indidual domains: a
financial service industry (banks, securities trading, etc.), a container line industry1 , pipe line
systems2 , railways3 , etc.

Obviously Missing Diagrams &c.
The current version is relative complete: In Sect. 6.2 on page 30 we reach a “current” high
in expressing the generation of waybills from requests for consignment and optimal transport
wrt. different criteria. But what is missing for the lay reader is: (i) diagrams to easen the
intuitive understanding of text and formulas and (ii) explanations of the formula.

1

http://www2.imm.dtu.dk/ db/container-paper.pdf
http://www2.imm.dtu.dk/˜db/de+re-p.pdf
3
http://www.railwaydomain.org/PDF/tb.pdf
2
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Why This Document ?
Facts

1.1
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There is no document which describes logistics in a precise manner. Thus there is no student
text from which one can learn about logistics in a professionally responsible way.

By aims we mean: what is being covered in this document ? By objectives we mean: what
do we wish to achieve by presenting this document ?
1.2.1

Aims

We aim to cover all facets of logistics: a detailed description of the multi-modal transport
nets along which suitable vehicles transport freight, from initial hub or link position origins
of the net along routes of the net to hubs or link positions of the net to final hub or link position destinations of the net possibly changing from vehicles to vehicles of same or different
modalities (trucks, trains, air-cargo or vessels) while possibly being temporarily warehouse
stored for further shipment; a detailed description of the functions of senders, shipping companies and receivers: senders making inquiries, placing requests for transportation, accepting
shipper proposed routes and fares, etc.; shipping companies finding optimal freight routes
with respect to any one or a composition of requirements, and with respect to transport
company time– and fare tables; and accepting responsibility for shipments, providing senders
and receivers with regular information as to the whereabouts of the consigned freight, etc.;
a description of those aspects of transport companies, their vehicles the timetables according
to which vehicles perform transport; etc., etc.
1.2.2

Objectives

It is our objective to achieve the following with this document: (i) to show that one can
indeed provide a concise English narrative as well as a precise mathematical formalisation
of all of the above-mentioned and many more aspects of logistics; (ii) to implicitly convince
the reader that no software development ought begin without a clear, consistent and relative
complete domain description of ‘logistics’ — including that it can be done; and (iii) to suggest
that education and training, of students of shipping, and research into logistics be based on
domain descriptions like the one of this document.

2
2.1

s11

Aims & Objectives

1.2

What is Logistics
The “Players”

Figure 1 on the next page indicates the five major “players” on the ‘logistics’ scene, from left
to right: the senders and receivers of freight, the shipping companies, the transport companies
and their vehicles, and the transport net.
The reader may observe that we have not indicated, by any symbol, the “real” object of
logistics, namely the freight items !
c Dines Bjørner 2009, Fredsvej 11, DK–2840 Holte, Denmark
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Figure 1: The Logistics “Players”

2.2

Some Use Cases

s12

We present three use cases.
2.2.1

Consignment and Transport

s13

1. You are a sender4 : a person who, or a company which, wishes to send a consignment
of a number of one or more pieces of freight from location O (origin), say in Asia, to
location D (destination), say in Europe.
2. So you contact a shipper, that is, a shipping company.
3. You inform them of
(a) number of pieces of freight, the individual measures (height, width, breadth and
weight) of this freight,
(b) from whom, i.e., the sender, name, etc., when (date and time) and where (address,
hub or link5 position) it is to be fetched,
(c) to whom, i.e., the receiver, name, etc., and where (address, hub or link position)
it to be delivered,
(d) whether the freight items are already packed,
(e) whether the freight is fragile
(f) and/or flammable,
(g) value of each freight item,
4

The bold face terms appear on Fig. 1.
Items 3(a)–3(b), when specifying link positions assume truck fetch or delivery — as trains, aircraft and
vessels can only pause at hubs.
5
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(h) et cetera.
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4. The shipping company,
(a) based on knowledge about transport companies,

s16
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(b) the timetables of their vehicles and
(c) the transport net of these vehicles,
5. suggests a route of transport
(a) with this route usually composed from several transport segments:
(b) truck, train, air-cargo or vessel, etc., ending possibly with train and truck
delivery.
6. The shipping company informs the sender of
(a) transportation price,
(b) whether receiver pays for local delivery or you do;
(c) transportation dates and times:
i. initial fetch (from a link position),
ii. intermediate transfers and possible warehousing (at hubs),
iii. and final delivery (from a link position).
7. You agree,
(a) after some negotiation
(b) that might involve alternative routes (et cetera),
8. and sign appropriate papers
(a) bill of lading6
(b) and waybills7 .
9. Your freight is fetched (from a link position).
10. You are — perhaps — regularly or irregularly informed of status of transport.
11. Finally freight arrives and is delivered to receiver (at a link position).
6

Wikipedia: A bill of lading (sometimes referred to as a BOL, or B/L) is a document issued by a carrier
to a shipper, acknowledging that specified goods have been received on board as cargo for conveyance to a
named place for delivery to the consignee who is usually identified. A through bill of lading involves the use of
at least two different modes of transport from road, rail, air, and sea. The term derives from the noun “bill”,
a schedule of costs for services supplied or to be supplied, and from the verb “to lade” which means to load a
cargo onto a ship or other form of transport.
7
Wikipedia: A waybill is a document issued by a carrier giving details and instructions relating to the
shipment of a consignment of goods. Typically it will show the names of the consignor and consignee, the
point of origin of the consignment, its destination, route, and method of shipment, and the amount charged
for carriage. Unlike a bill of lading, which includes much of the same information, a waybill is not a document
of title.

c Dines Bjørner 2009, Fredsvej 11, DK–2840 Holte, Denmark
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7

Discussion Items 9–11 are not logistics actions. They are not performed by the shipper,
maybe except for cases of Item 10. Instead they are performed by the transport company and
its vehicles. Thus you see that the rôle of a shipper is to arrange, to accommodate — i.e.,
to manage ! The management of overall vehicle coordination with respect to (wrt.) senders,
shippers and receivers is done by the transport companies and is not considered an issue of
logistics. The management individual vehicles is done by the truck driver, the train engine
man, the aircraft captain (pilot), respectively the ship captain and is likewise not considered
an issue of logistics.
2.2.2

Inquiry

s19

You are a person who, or a company which, wishes to send a consignment of a number of one
or more pieces of freight from location O (origin), say in Asia, to location D (destination), say
in Europe. You are wondering about costs, transportation times, etc. So you “shop around”:
inquiring with a number of (one or more) shipping companies as for shipping route, times,
costs, packaging, insurance, et cetera.
Therefore several of the actions mentioned above take place.
2.2.3

Tracing

s20

You are a person who, or a company which, has commits the consignment of a number of one or
more pieces of freight from location O (origin), say in Asia, to location D (destination), say in
Europe. There is therefore a set of bill of ladings and a waybill — all with appropriate reference
identifications. Now, after initial send-off of freight, you wish to know the status of the ongoing
transport, or why it appears that there is a delay in shipping. Tracing therefore takes place:
the shipping company via the transport companies, finding out about the whereabouts of the
freight. Et cetera,

2.3

A Wikipedia Definition of ‘Logistics’

s21

According to Wikipedia (http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Logistics):
“Logistics is the management of the transport of goods, information and other resources, including energy and people, between the point of origin and the point of
destination in order to meet the requirements of consumers (frequently, and originally, military organizations). Logistics involves the integration of information,
transportation, inventory, warehousing, material-handling, packaging, and occasionally security8 . Logistics is a channel of the supply chain which adds the the value
of time and place utility.”

2.4

A Definition of ‘Transport’

s22

By transport[ation] we shall mean

8
We have covered one facet of security extensively elsewhere [21, in [9]] and shall therefore not cover this
aspect in this report.

May 27, 2009, 20:21, What Is Logistics ? A Domain Analysis
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(i) the movement (ii) of goods (iii) on a vehicle (iv) along a route of a network of
hubs and [two way] links9 (v) from a source (point of origin) to a sink (a point of
destination).

s24

s25
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(i) Movement is a behaviour, that is, a function over time. (ii) Goods are items of freight
that have value, volume, maybe perishable (that is, whose value diminishes rapidly with
excess transportation time). (iii) Vehicles are like actors: they convey freight, they can
accommodate a maximum of freight volume and weight, they can move at certain velocities
within a specified range of distances — along roads, rails, or air or sea lanes. (iv) Routes are
sequences of hub visits “infixed” with travels along links, that is, a sequence staring with a
hub (of origin), then a link, then a hub, etc., and ending with a (destination) hub. Hubs are
like road intersections, train stations, airports and harbours, including production centers,
warehouses, distribution centers and customer locations. Links are like road segments, rail
tracks (between train stations), air lanes or sea lanes. (v) Sources and sinks are hubs.

2.5

Structure of Report

We shall therefore focus on the following concepts — some of which are highlighted in this
type font above: Sect. 3: Transport Networks of hubs and links (incl. origins, destinations)
— covering both road, rail, air and sea transport nets; Sect. 4: Containers and Freight
Items; Sect. 5: Transport Companies, Vehicles and Timetables (trucks, busses, trains, aircraft
and sea vessels) and timetables; Sect. 6: Handling (consignments, bill of ladings, waybills, et
cetera); Sect. 7: Logistics Traffic; Sect. 8: Senders and Receivers (temporary storage before,
during and after transport); and Sect. 9: various miscellaneous issues (packaging, tracing,
notifications et cetera).

Transport Networks

3

1. We shall introduce the notions of (transport) nets, hubs and links.
Sub-sets of a transport net may be road, rail, air traffic or sea vessel nets.
2. A transport net contains two or more hubs
3. and one or more links
Examples of hubs are: street intersections of road net, train stations of a rail net, airports
of an air traffic net and harbours of a sea vessel net. Examples of links are: street segments
between two intersections of road net, tracks between two train stations of a rail net, air lanes
between two airports of an air traffic net and sea lanes between two harbours of a sea vessel
net.
type
1 N, H, L
value
2 obs Hs: N → H-set
axiom
9

2 ∀ n:N

•

card obs Hs(n) ≥ 2

value
3 obs Ls: N → L-set

A network is a graph: hubs are nodes and links are edges.

c Dines Bjørner 2009, Fredsvej 11, DK–2840 Holte, Denmark
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3.1.1

•

9

card obs Ls(n) ≥ 1

Nets, Hubs and Links
Mereology of Nets

We wish to express how hubs and links are connected.
4. To express how hubs and links are connected we need identify hubs and links uniquely.
5. From a hub we can observe its unique hub identifier.
6. From a link we can observe its unique link identifier.

type
4 HI, LI
value
5 obs HI: H → HI
6 obs LI: L → LI
axiom
∀ n:N,h,h′:H,l,l′:L •
5 {h,h′}⊆obs Hs(n) ⇒ (h6=h′ ⇒ obs HI(h) 6= obs HI(h′)) ∧
6 {l,l′}⊆obs Ls(n) ⇒ (l6=l′ ⇒ obs LI(l) 6= obs LI(l′))
Axioms 5–6 express uniqueness of identifiers.
7. From a hub we can observe the link identifiers of all the links connected to the hub.

s27
s28

8. From a link we can observe the hub identifiers of the two distinct hubs to which the
link is connected.

s29

value
7 obs LIs: H → LI-set
8 obs HIs: L → HI-set
axiom
∀ n:N, h:H, l:L • h ∈ obs Hs(n) ∧ l ∈ obs Ls(n) ⇒
7
∀ li:LI • li ∈ obs LIs(h) ⇒ ∃ l′:L • l′ ∈ obs Ls(n) ∧ obs LI(l′)=li
8
∀ hi:HI • hi ∈ obs HIs(l) ⇒ ∃ h′:H • h′ ∈ obs Hs(n) ∧ obs HI(h′)=hi
s30

9. Given a net one can obtain all it link and all its hub identifiers.
10. Given a net and a link identifier of that net one can obtain the so-identified link.
11. Given a net and a hub identifier of that net one can obtain the so-identified hub.
s31
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value
9 xtr LIs: N → LI-set, xtr HIs: N → HI-set
∼
10 xtr L: N → LI → L
∼
11 xtr H: N → HI → H
9 xtr LIs(n) ≡ {obs LI(l)|l:L•l ∈ obs Ls(n)}
9 xtr HIs(n) ≡ {obs HI(h)|h:H•h ∈ obs Hs(n)}
10 xtr L(n)(li) ≡ let l:L•l ∈ obs Ls(n)∧li=obs LI(l) in l end
pre li ∈ xtr LIs(n)
11 xtr H(n)(hi) ≡ let h:H•h ∈ obs Hs(n)∧hi=obs HI(h) in h end
pre hi ∈ xtr HIs(n)

3.1.2

Reference Nets

12. A net defines a reference net.
12. A reference net maps hub identifiers to sets of one or more link identifiers.
12. Thus from a net one can calculate its reference net: For every hub its identifier is
mapped into the link identifiers observable from that hub.
type
12 RN = HI →
m (HI −m> LI-set)
value
12.1 calc RN: N → RN
12.2 calc RN(n) ≡
12.3
[ hi 7→ [ hi′ 7→ {obs LI(l)
12.4
| l:L•l ∈ obs Ls(n)∧hi ∈ obs HIs(l)∧hi′ ∈ obs HIs(l)\{hi}} ]
12.5
| h:H•h ∈ obs Hs(n)∧hi=obs HI(h) ]

• We refer to
– the hi definition set elements (leftmost hi of 12.3) of the reference net as the origin
hub identifier;
– the rightmost hi′ of 12.3 as a target hub identifier, and
– the range set of link identifiers as ‘the range set of link identifiers’ !

s34

13. A reference net, nsr , is a sub-reference net, nr , if
(a) the origin hub identifiers, hi, of nsr , form a subset of the origin hub identifiers of
nr ;
(b) the set of target hub identifiers, hi′ , for origin hub identifier hi, of nsr , form a subset
of those of nr ; and
c Dines Bjørner 2009, Fredsvej 11, DK–2840 Holte, Denmark
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(c) the range set of link identifiers in nsr is a subset of those of the corresponding
range set of link identifiers in nr .
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value
13 is sub ref net: RN × RN → Bool
13 is sub ref net(rn′,rn) ≡
13(a)
dom rn′ ⊆ dom rn ∧
13(b)
∀ hi:HI • hi ∈ dom rn ⇒ dom rn′(hi) ⊆ dom rn(hi) ∧
13(c)
∀ hi′:HI • hi′ ∈ dom rn′(hi) ⇒ (rn′(hi))(hi′)⊆(rn(hi))(hi′)

3.1.3

Attributes of Hubs and Links

s36

14. Hubs have a number of attributes:
(a) spatial (i.e., geographic) location which, since we simply hubs a points, can be
represented by three coordinates: longitude, latitude and altitude;
(b) duration (time) of
i. entering,

iii. leaving

ii. traversing and

a hub10 ;

(c) et cetera.

s37

15. Links have a number of attributes:
(a) spatial (i.e., geographic) location which, since we simply links as lines that can be
described in the way that we describe Bezier curves11 ;
(b) length;
(c) cost of transporting a unit of freight volume per unit of length along the link;
(d) duration (time) of
i. entering,

iii. leaving

ii. traversing and

a link12 ;

(e) et cetera.
s38

10

The time intervals are specific to each hub and depends on direction of traversal, type of vehicle and its
load status
11
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bézier curve
12
We disregard the possibility that traversing a link in one direction may take longer time than traversing
it in the opposite direction.
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type
14(a)
14(b)
14(c)
15(a)
15(b)
15(c)
value
14(a)
14(b)
15(a)
15(b)
15(c)
15(d)
15(e)

3.2
3.2.1

What Is Logistics ? A Domain Analysis

HLoc
TimDur
...
Bezier
Length
Cost
obs
obs
obs
obs
obs
obs
...

HLoc: H → HLoc
InTime, obs TravTime, obs OutTime: H×... → TimDur
LLoc: L → Bezier
Length: L → Length
Cost: L → Cost
InTime, obs TravTime, obs OutTime: L×... → TimDur

Routes
Hub Traversals, Entries and Exits

16. A hub traversal is here represented by a triple
(a) a(n input) link identifier, ili,
(b) a hub identifier, hi and
(c) a(n output) link identifier, oli,
such that
(d) the identifiers are those of links and hubs of the network,
(e) the two link identifiers are observable from the hub identified by hi.
17. A hub “entry” is here represented by the pair of the first two elements of a hub traversal.
18. A hub “exit” is here represented by the pair of the two two elements of a hub traversal.
type
16 HubTrav = LI × HI × LI
17 HubEntry = LI × HI
18 HubExit = HI × LI
axiom
16(d) ∀ n:N, (ili,hi,oli):HubTrav • (ili,hi,oli) ∈ HubTraversals(n)
16(b) ∀ n:N, (ili,hi):HubEntry • (ili,hi) ∈ HubEntries(n)
16(c) ∀ n:N, (oli):HubExit • (hi,oli) ∈ HubExits(n)
... et cetera
value
HubTraversals: N → HubTrav-set
HubTraversals(n) ≡
c Dines Bjørner 2009, Fredsvej 11, DK–2840 Holte, Denmark
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{(ili,hi,oli)|(ili,hi,oli):HubTrav, h:H • hi=obs HI(h)∧{ili,oli}⊆obs LIs(h)}
HubEntries: N → HubEntry-set
HubEntries(n) ≡ {(li,hi)|(ili,hi):HubEntry, h:H • hi=obs HI(h)∧li ∈ obs LIs(h)}
HubExits: N → HubExit -set
HubExits(n) ≡ {(hi,li)|(hi,oli):HubExit, h:H • hi=obs HI(h)∧li ∈ obs LIs(h)}

3.2.2

Link Traversals, Entries and Exits

s42

19. A link traversal is here represented by a triple
(a) a(n input) hub identifier, ihi,
(b) a link identifier, li and
(c) a(n output) hub identifier, ohi,
such that
(d) the identifiers are those of links and hubs of the network,
(e) the two hub identifiers are observable from the link identified by hi.
20. A link “entry” is here represented by the pair of the first two elements of a link traversal.
21. A link “exit” is here represented by the pair of the two two elements of a link traversal.
s43

type
19 LinkTrav = HI × LI × HI
20 LinkEntry = HI × LI
21 LinkExit = LI × HI
axiom
19(d) ∀ n:Nii, (ihi,li,oli):HubTrav • (ihi,li,ohi) ∈ LinkTraversals(n)
19(b) ∀ n:N, (ihi,li):HubEntry • (ihi,li) ∈ LinkEntries(n)
19(c) ∀ n:N, (li,ohi):HubExit • (li,ohi) ∈ LinkExits(n)
... et cetera
value
LinkTraversals: N → LinkTrav-set
LinkTraversals(n) ≡
{(ihi,li,ohi)|(ihi,li,ohi):LinkTrav, l:L • li=obs LI(h)∧{ihi,ohi}=obs HIs(l)}
LinkEntries: N → LinkEntry-set
LinkEntries(n) ≡ {(ihi,li)|(ihi,li):LinkEntry, l:L • li=obs LI(l)∧hi ∈ obs HIs(l)}
LinkExits: N → HubExit -set
LinkExits(n) ≡ {(li,ohi)|(li,ohi):LinkExit, l:L • li=obs HI(l)∧hi ∈ obs HIs(l)}
axiom
...
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First and Last Hubs of Link Traversals

s44

22. If (hi,li,hi′ ) is a link traversal then
(a) hi identifies the first hub of that traversal, and

s45

s46

s47

s48
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(b) hi′ identifies the last hub of that traversal
value
22(a)
22(a)
22(b)
22(b)

3.2.4

fstHI: LinkTrav → HI
fstHI(hi,li,hi′) ≡ hi
lstHI: LinkTrav → HI
lstHI(hi,li,hi′) ≡ hi′

Routes

23. Routes are sequences of one or more link traversals and defined as follows:
(a) Basis Clause: A sequence of one link traversal is a route.
(b) Induction Clause: If r and r ′ are routes such that the
i. last hub identifier of the last traversal of r
ii. is the same as the first hub identifier of the first traversal of r ′
iii. then rbr ′ is a route.
(c) Extremal Clause: Only sequences of link traversals that can be formed from a
finite number of uses of the basis and the induction clauses are routes.
type
23
23
value
23
23

Route′,R′ = LinkTrav∗
Route,R = {|r:R′ • len r≥1 ∧ wf R(r)|}

wf R: R′ → Bool
wf R(r) ≡
case r of
23(a) hi → true,
23(a) h(hi,li,hi′)i → true,
23(b) rbh(hi,li,hi′)ibh(hi′′,li′,hi′′′)ibr′ → wf R(r)∧wf R(r′)∧hi′=hi′′
end
gen Rs: N → R-infset
gen Rs(n) ≡
23(a) let rs = {hlti|lt:LinkTrav•lt ∈ LinkTraversals(n)}
23(b)
∪ {rbr′|r,r′:R • {r,r′}⊆rs∧lstHI(r(len r))=fstHI(r′(1))} in
rs end

The gen Rs function generates all routes of a network. For technical reasons we have defined the well-formedness of routes predicate, wf R, to also apply to empty sequences of link
traversals although they are not (proper) routes. Whereas the definition of routes did not
refer to the net whereby well-formedness of routes was just a “syntactic” matter, the function
that generates routes (from a net) secures “semantic” well-formedness of routes.
c Dines Bjørner 2009, Fredsvej 11, DK–2840 Holte, Denmark
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24. Given a net and two distinct hub identifiers (of that net)
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(a) one can calculate whether there is a route from the one identified hub to the other
(and, since all links are two way links, vice versa);
(b) and, if there is such a route then one can calculate the set of all such routes.
value
24(a) is route: N × (HI×HI) → Bool
24(a) is route(n,(fhi,thi)) ≡ {r|r:R•fstHI(r(1))=fhi∧lstHI(r(len r))=thi}6={}
24(b) routes: N × (HI×HI) → R-set
24(b) routes(n,(fhi,thi)) ≡ {r|r:R•fstHI(r(1))=fhi∧lstHI(r(len r))=thi}
s49

25. Since all links are two-way links one can speak of reverse links.
value
25 reverse route: R → R
25 reverse route(r) ≡
25
case r of
25
hi → hi,
25
h(hi,li,hi′)ibr′ → reverse route(r′)bh(hi′,li,hi)i
25
end

3.3

Connected and Disconnected Nets

s50

We assume, throughout, that all links can be traversed in both directions, that is, there are
no cul de sacs (sackgasse, “blind” streets).
26. A net is said to be connected if for every pair of distinct hubs of the net there is a route
that connects them, i.e., from the one hub to the other.
27. Two otherwise, i.e., respectively connected nets, ni , nj , are said to be disconnected if
they share no hubs and links.
28. A net defines a set of one or more disconnected nets.
s51

value
26 is connected: N → Bool
26 is connected(n) ≡
26
∀ h,h′:H •{h,h′}⊆obs Hs(n)⇒is route(n,(obs HI(h),obs HI(h′)))
27
27
27

are disjoint: N×N → Bool
are disjoint(n,n′) ≡
obs Hs(n)∩ obs Hs(n′)={}∧obs Ls(n)∩ obs Ls(n′)={}

28
28
28

disconnected nets: N → N-set
disconnected nets(n) as ns
post ∪{n|n:N•n ∈ ns}=n
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Subnets

s52

29. A given net, n, defines a set of one or more subnets {n1 , n2 , . . . , nm }.
30. A net, ns , is a subnet of another net, n,

s53

s54
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(a) if the reference net, nrs , of ns
(b) is a sub-reference-net, rn, of n.
29
29
29
30
30

3.5

subnets: N → N-set
subnets(n) as ns
post ∀ n′:N • n′ ∈ ns ⇒ sub ref net(calc RN(n′),calc RN(n))
is subnet: N × N → Bool
is subnet(ns,n) ≡ ns ∈ subnets(n)

Route Attributes

31. Routes have lengths — “measured” as the sum of the lengths of all the links denoted
by link traversal link identifiers.
(a) Thus a route from a first hub h to a last hub h′
(b) has same length as the reverse route (from a first hub h′ to a last hub h).
32. Routes have travel times — “measured” as the sum of the travel times of all the links
denoted by link traversal link identifiers.
33. Given two distinct hubs (say, by their hub identifiers) one can calculate
(a) the shortest route(s) between these two hubs; and
(b) the fastest route(s) between these two hubs given the attributes of the vehicle
which is supposed to travel the route.
value
31
31
31
31
31
31
31
32
32
32
32
32
32
32

length: R × N → Length
+: Length × Length → Length
length(r,n) ≡
case r of
hi → 0,
h( ,li, )ibr′ → obs Length(xtr L(n)(li)) + length(r′,n)
end
travel time: R × N → Time
+: Length × Length → Length
travel time(r,n) ≡
case r of
hi → 0,
h( ,li, )ibr′ → obs TravTime(xtr L(n)(li)) + travel time(r′,n)
end
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One can prove:
lemma:
∀ n:N,r:R • r ∈ routes(n) ⇒
length(r)(n) = length(reverse route(r))(n)
travel time(r)(n) = travel time(reverse\ route(r))(n)
s56

Some “interesting” functions:
value
33(a) shortest route: N × (HI×HI) → R×Length
33(a) shortest route(n,(fhi,thi)) ≡
33(a) let rs = routes(n,(fhi,thi)) in
33(a) {r|r:R•r ∈ rs∧∼∃ r′:R•r′isin rs∧length(r′)<length(r)}
33(a) end
33(b) fastest route: N × (HI×HI) → R×Days
33(b) fastest route(n,(fhi,thi)) ≡
33(b) let rs = routes(n,(fhi,thi)) in
33(b) {r|r:R•r ∈ rs∧∼∃ r′:R•r′isin rs∧travel time(r′)<travel time(r)}
33(b) end
33(b) least costly route: N × (HI×HI) → R×Cost
33(b) least costly route(n,(fhi,thi)) ≡
33(b) let rs = routes(n,(fhi,thi)) in
33(b) {r|r:R•r ∈ rs∧∼∃ r′:R•r′isin rs∧cost(r′)<cost(r)}
33(b) end

3.6
3.6.1

Link, Hub, Route and Net Modalities

s57

Link and Hub Modalities

34. With a link we now associate a further attribute: that of is transport modality which
is either that of road, rail, air, or sea.
35. To provide for “smooth” transfer of freight from respective vehicle modalities (truck,
train, air-cargo, respectively vessel),
36. we expect hubs connected to n links to have up to four hub modalities, that is, any
subset of the set {truck,train,air-cargo,vessel}.
s58

type
34
35
value
34
35
36

TM == road | rail | air | sear
VM == truck | train | aircargo | vessel
obs TM: Link → TM
obs VM: Vehicle → VM
obs TMs: Hub → TM-set
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where we presuppose the vehicle phenomenon.

s59

37. Links incident upon a hub in a net must be of a modality also represented by that hub,
and for all links and hubs.

s60

s61
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38. A hub of a net must have exactly the modalities of the links connected to that hub.
axiom
∀ n:N, l:L, h:H •
l ∈ obs Ls(h)∧h ∈ obs Hs(h)∧obs LI(l) ∈ obs LIs(h)∧obs HI(h) ∈ obs HIs(l)⇒
37
obs TM(l) ∈ obs TMs(h) ∧
38
∀ li:LI • li ∈ obs LIs(h) ⇒
38
obs TM(xtr LI(li)(n))∈ obs TMs(h)

3.6.2

Route Modalities

39. A route is said to be a single modularity route if all its links are of the same modality.
40. A route is said to have the set of 1, 2, 3 or 4 modalities that are those of its links.
value
39 is sgl TM: Route → N → Bool
40 route TMs: Route → N → RM-set
39 is sgl TM(r)(n) ≡
39 ∀ i,j:Nat • {i,j}⊆indes(r)
39
let ( ,li, )=r(i),( ,lj, )=r(j) in
39
obs TM(xtr L(n)(li))=obs TM(xtr L(n)(lj)) end
40 route TMs(r)(n) ≡
40 {obs TM(xtr L(n)(li))|( ,li, ):LTrav

3.6.3

•

( ,li, )∈ elems r}

Net Modalities

41. A net is said to be a single modality net if all its routes are of the same modality.
42. The modality of a net is the set of modalities of its routes.
value
41 is sgl TM: N → Bool
41 is sgl TM(n) ≡
41
∀ r,r′:R • {r,r′}⊆routes(n) ⇒
41
route TMs(r)=route TMs(r′)∧card route TMs(r)=1
42
42
42

net modalities: N → TM-set
net modalities(n) ≡
∪{route TMs(r)(n)|r:R • r ∈ routes(n)}
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4
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4.1
43.
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44.
45.
46.
43
44
45
46

Freight Items

4.2

s63

47.
48.
49.
50.
47
48
49
50

Transport Companies, Vehicles and Timetables

5
5.1

s64

Transport Companies

For simplicity, but with no loss of generality, we assume that each company is “mono-modal”,
that is offering either
truck, train, aircargo, or vessel
transport; and we assume that all such transport is line transport, that is, freight can be
carried, without reloading, along either of a standard set of routes. For each such line there
is a timetable which repeats itself at regular intervals.
More precisely:
51. A transport company operates
May 27, 2009, 20:21, What Is Logistics ? A Domain Analysis
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(a) a finite number of one or more vessels, identified by their unique vessel identifiers,
and
(b) is focused on a a finite number of one or more timetables. and
(c) has a unique (transport company) identification.

s67

s68
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type
51 TransComp
51(a) Vid
51(b) Timetable, TT
51(c) TCId
value
51(a) obs VIds: TransComp → VId-set
51(b) obs Timetable, obs TT: TransComp → Timetable-set
51(c) obs TCId: TransComp → TCId

5.2

Vehicles

Without loss of generality we assume all vessels to be container vessels.
52. There are vehicles.
53. Vehicles have unique vehicle identification
(a) from which one can observe the identification of the transport company which
operates the vehicle.
54. A vehicle is either a truck, a train, an aircargo (aircraft, aircargo for short) or a vessel.
55. A vehicle location is either at
(a) at a hub, identified by that hub’s unique identifier, or
(b) or along a link (identified by that link’s unique identifier), from some hub (identified
by that hub’s unique identifier)
(c) a fraction, f , of the distance to another hub (identified by that hub’s unique
identifier).
56. From a vehicle one can observe which freight the vehicle is conveying (at the moment,
the time, of being observed), where we simplify the freight observation to
(a) observing the set of the bill-of-ladings for each freight item and
(b) the identification of the container in which it is packed.
57. One might wish to add such possibly observable information as:
(a) expected arrival (date and time) at next hub,
(b) velocity,
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type
52
Vehicle, CId, Velocity
53
VId
53(a) TCId
54
Vehicle type == truck | train | aircargo | vessel
55
VLoc = VHLoc | VLLoc
55(a) VHLoc == atH(hi:HI)
55(b) VLLoc == onL(thi:HI,li:LI,f:Frac,thi:HI)
55(c) Frac = {|r:Real•0<r<1|}
56(a) BoL
value
53
obs VId: Vehicle → VId
53(a) obs TCId: VId → TCId
54
obs Vehicle type: Vehicle → Vehicle type
55
obs VLoc: Vehicle → VLoc
56(a) obs BoLs: Vehicle → BoL-set
∼
56(b) obs Cid: Vehicle × BoL → CId
57(a) obs Arrival: Vehicle → (Date × Time)
57(b) obs Velocity: Vehicle → Velocity

5.3

Timetables

s70

58. Timetables are wellformed relative to a net.13
59. There is a concept of timetable identifiers.
60. A timetable
(a) has a timetable identifier;
(b) features a reference net; and finally the timetable also
(c) lists a sequence of timed link traversals
61. From a timetable identifier one may observe the identifier of the transport company
which operates a freight service according to that timetable.
62. From a timetable identifier one may observe the identification of the vehicle that has
been allocated to serve the timetabled schedule.
s71

Two or more timetables of different names may feature identical timetables — in which case
only the observable transport company identifiers are different14 .

13

When in formula line 58 we postulate a net: value n:N, then that value declaration should be seen as
ranging over any net.
14
that is: “competition to the line”
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value
58
type
59
60
60(a)
60(b)
60(c)
value
61
62
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n:N
TTId
TT′ =
TTId
× RN
× TLT∗
obs TCId: TTId → TCId
obs VId: TTId → Vid

63. Timetables must be well-formed, that is, the link traversals of a timetable
(a) must visit exactly m + 1 hubs where m is the length of the list of link traversals;
(b) must be commensurate with the timetable reference net (‘commensurability’ is
expressed by the tt is ref net commensurable predicate below),
(c) the timetable link traversal list must be well-formed, and,
(d) given a net, n, and a timetable, tt, the timetable reference net, rn, must be commensurate with the net n (that is, refnet is tt commensurable(rn,n)).
type
63
value
63
63
63(a)
63(b)
63(c)
63(d)

TT = {|tt:TT′•wf TT(tt)(n)|}
wf TT: TT′ → N → Bool
wf TT(tt:( ,rn,tltl))(n) ≡
card{hi|(hi,li,hi′):LTrav•( ,(hi,li,hi′), )∈ elems tltl}=len tltl+1 ∧
tt is refnet commensurable(tt) ∧
wf TLT∗ (tltl) ∧
refnet is net commensurable(rn,n)

64. (cf. Item 63(b).) Commensurability of a timetable’s lists of link traversals with respect
to that timetable’s reference net is defined as follows:
(a)
(b)
(c)
65. (cf. Item 63(d).) Commensurability of a timetable’s reference net with respect to the
(global) net is defined as follows:
(a)
(b)
(c)
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64
tt is refnet commensurable: TT → Bool
64(a) tt is refnet commensurable( ,rn,tltl) ≡
64(b)
64(c)
65
65

refnet is net commensurable: RN × N → Bool
refnet is net commensurable(rn,n) ≡
s76

66. Instead of representing a set of timetables as a set of the timetables as defined above
we may represent them as a map from timetable identifiers to pairs of reference net and
lists of timed link traversals.
67. Such maps must be well-formed.
68. The well-formedness conditions can be referred back to well-formednes of the previously
defined timetables.
s77

type
66
67
value
68
68
68
68

5.3.1

∗
TTs′ = TTId →
m RN × TLT
′ •
TTs = {|tts:TTs wf TTs(tts)(n)|}

wf TTs: TTs′ → N → Bool
wf TTs(tts)(n) ≡
∀ ttid:TTId • ttid ∈ dom tts ⇒
let (rn.tltl) = tts(ttid) in wf TT(ttid,rn,tltl)(n) end

Timed Link Traversals

s78

69. Timed link traversals, besides the link traversal, contains the date/times of entering
and leaving the link and the
70. cost to the user (sender/receiver) per unit of freight volume for getting such a unit of
freight volume transported along the identified link.
71. Well-formed timed link traversals must be understood in the context of the global net15
in which transport takes place.
value
fn:15 n:Net
type
69 TLT′ = (Date×Time)×LinkTrav×Cost×(Date×Time)
70 Cost −−− see also Item 15(c) on page 11
71 TLT = {|tlt:TLT′•wf TLT(tlt)(n)|}
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72. For each timed link traversal the date/time of entering the link must precede the date/time of leaving the link;
73. the interval, TI, between these date/times must be commensurate with the length and
“normative” velocity of the identified link; and
74. the user cost of transporting a unit of freight along the link must be commensurate with
the normative cost of moving a vehicle along that link.
value
71
71
72
73
74
72
type
73
value
73
73
74
74
74
74
74

wf TLT: TLT′ → N → Bool
wf TLT(tlt:((d,t),(hi,li,hi′ ),c,(d′,t′)))(n) ≡
precede((d,t),(d′,t′)) ∧
commensurate time(interval((d,t),(d′ ,t′)),obs TravTime(xtr L(n)(li))) ∧
commensurate cost(c,xtr L(n)(li))
precede: (Date×Time)×(Date×Time) → Bool
TI16
commensurate time: TI × TI → Bool
interval: (Date×Time) × (Date×Time) → TI
commensurate cost: Cost × L → Bool
commensurate cos(c,l) ≡
... c = f(obs Length(l),obs Cost(l),...) ...
[ where f is a real valued function over two arguments: ]
[ length and cost typically yielding a value larger than 1 ]

75. Lists of timed link traversals must be time-wise ordered:
(a) for all adjacent positions, i and i+1, in the list
(b) the ith departure date/time and the i+1st arrival time
(c) most have the former precede the latter.
(d) the reference net (implicitly) expressed by the list of timed link traversals must be
a sub reference net of the timetable reference net.
value
75
wf TLT∗ : TLT∗ → Bool
75
wf TLT∗ (tltl) ≡
75(a)
∀ i:Nat•{i,i+1}⊆inds tltl⇒
15

That is why we bring the value declaration n:Net in formula line fn:15 Page 23.
Time intervals arise when one date/time is subtracted from another date/time. One can add time intervalsto get a time interval ; one can add a time interval to a date/time to obtain a date/time; one can multiply
a time interval with a number (whether natual or real; etc.
16
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75(b)
75(c)

25

let ( , , ,(d,t))=tltl(i),((d′ ,t′), , , )=tltl(i+1) in
precede((d,t),(d′,t′)) end ∧

75(d)

is sub refnet(xtr RN(tltl),rn)

75(d)
75(d)

xtr RN: TLT∗ → RN
xtr RN(tltl) ≡ [ hi7→[ hi′7→{li} ]|(hi,li,hi′):LTrav•(hi,li,hi′)∈ elems tltl ]17

Handling

6

s83

We shall look at only a single aspect of handling, namely that of responding to a request from
sender c: provide an optimal shipping, so , of such-and-such, a, freight, f , from origin h to
receiver c′ , destination h′ at this time, t, or at some earliste time, t′ , thereafter; a stands for
attributes of freight f .

6.1
6.1.1

Shipping Requests and Responses

s84

Shipping Requests

76. A shipping request contains the following information:
(a) Name, c, of sender;
(b) origin, hi , of freight, i.e., where to be sent from;
(c) destination, h′j , of freight, i.e., where to be sent to;
(d) attributes, a, of freight;
(e) Name, c′ , of receiver;
(f) some optimality criterion: “fastest” route, “least costly” route, or “earliest arrival
date”, or other; and
(g) the date/time of submission of the request.
77. A negative response to a shipping request has the form of a ‘‘request is not feasible’’.
s85

type
SndrId, RcvrId, FreightAttrs, Neg Resp
76
Ship Req′ =
76(a)
SndrId
76(b)
× HI
[ from ]
76(c)
× HI
[ to ]
76(d)
× RcvrId
76(e)
× Freight Attrs
76(f)
× Optimality
76(g)
× (Date × Time)
[ earliest send date ]
76(f) Optimality == fastest|cheapest|earliest arrival|...
77
Neg Resp
× TT∗
May 27, 2009, 20:21, What Is Logistics ? A Domain Analysis
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s86

78. For a shipping request, shipreq:Ship Req′ , to be well-formed
(a) the sender and receiver identifiers must be different and

s87

s88
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(b) the origin and destination hubs must be different.
value
78 wf
78 wf
78(a)
78(b)

6.1.2

Ship Req: Ship Req → Bool
Ship Req(sid,hi,hi′,rid,fas,o,dt) ≡
sid 6= rid
hi 6= hi′

Positive Shipping Request Responses: Waybills

79. A positive response to a shipping request has the form of a waybill, WB, which contains
the following information:
(a) sender’s identification, c;
(b) from where, hi:HI, freight is to originate (fetched);
(c) to where, hi′ :HI, freight is to be destined (delivered);
(d) the receiver’s identification, c′ ;
(e) attributes, a, of the freight;
(f) the list of one or more timetables, i.e., the possibly optimal shipping;
(g) the total cost of shpping;
(h) the date/time of start of transport;
(i) the date/time of earliest delivery of freight; and
(j) the total elapsed time interval of transport, measured in number of days.

type
79(j)
79
79(a)
79(b)
79(c)
79(d)
79(e)
79(f)
79(g)
79(h)
79(i)
79(j)

Days
WB =
SndrId
× HI
× HI
× RcvrId
× Freight Attrs
× TT∗
× Cost
× (Date × Time)
× (Date × Time)
× Days

[ from ]
[ to ]

[ send date ]
[ receipt date ]
[ duration ]
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Waybill Wellformedness

Well-formedness of waybills must be expressed in terms of the global transportation net and
the set of timetables available to the shipping company which produces the waybill.
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80. The waybill is well-formed in the context of the net and a set of shipping agent timetables
(a) waybill sender and receiver identifications must be different;
(b) waybill from and to hub identifications must be different;
(c) waybill timetable list must not be empty;
(d) if the timetable list of the waybill is well-formed with respect to the set of shipping
agent timetables;
(e) if the first hub identifier of the timetable list of the way bill equals the ‘from’ hub
identifier of the waybill and the last hub identifier of the timetable list of the way
bill equals the ‘to’ hub identifier of the waybill;
(f) waybill specified cost must be commensurate with the costs of each of the transports
stated in the waybill timetable list;
(g) freight departure date/time must precede freight arrival date/time; and
(h) the total elapsed time interval of transport must be commensurate with the interval
between the freight departure date/time and freight arrival date/time.
s90

value
80 wf
80 wf
80(a)
80(b)
80(c)
80(d)
80(e)
80(f)
80(g)
80(h)

WB: WB → (N × TTs) → Bool
WB(sid,fhi,thi,rid,fas,ttl,c,sdt,rdt,dur)(n,tts) ≡
sid 6= rid ∧
fhi 6= thi ∧
ttl 6= hi ∧
wf tt arguments(ttl,tts) ∧
from to((fhi,thi),ttl) ∧
commensurate costs(c,ttl) ∧
precede(sdt,rdt) ∧
commensurate duration((sdt,rdt),duration(ttl))
s91

81. (80(e)) The timetable arguments (contained in ttl and tts) are well-formed
(a) if the timetables mentioned in ttl all have distinct timetable identifiers;
(b) if the timetables mentioned in ttl are defined in tts;
(c) if the list of timed link traversals contained in the time table named ttid in ttl is a
sublist of the time table named ttid in tts;
(d) if the list of timed link traversal lists are connected;
(e) if the sublists do not specify the revisit hubs.
s92
17
The constraint expressed in Item and formula line 63(a) secures that there is only one link in the list of
link traversals, hence {li}, between hub identifiers hi and hi′ .
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value
81 wf
81 wf
81(a)
81(b)
81(c)
81(c)
81(d)
81(e)

What Is Logistics ? A Domain Analysis

tt arguments: TT∗ × TTs → Bool
tt arguments(ttl,tts)
let ttids = {ttid|i:Nat•i ∈ inds ttl⇒(ttid, , )=ttl(i)} in card ttids = len ttl ∧
ttids ⊆ dom tts end ∧
∀ i:Nat•i ∈ inds ttl ⇒
let (ttid,rn,tltl)=ttl(i) in let (rn′,tltl′)=tts(ttid) in is sublist(tltl,tltl′ ) end end ∧
∀ i:Nat•{i,i+1}⊆inds ttl ⇒ lstHI((ttl(i))(len ttl(i)))=fstHI((ttl(i+1))(1)) ∧
no hub revisits(ttl)

82. (83) A timed link traversal list, tltl, is a sublist, is sublist(tltl,tltl′), of another timed
link traversal list, tltl′ ,
(a) if there are two indices into tltl′
(b) such that the elements in tltl′ between and including these index positions equals
tltl.
value
82
82
82(a)
82(b)

is sublist: TLT∗ × TLT∗ → Book
is sublist(tltl,tltl′ ) ≡
∃ i,j:Nat • i≤j ∧ {i,j}⊆inds tltl′ ⇒
tltl = htltl′(k)|i≤k≤ji

83. The no hub revisits predicate18 is specified as follows:
(a) first a single list, ltlt, of time link traversals is constructed from the concatenation
of the list of time link traversals contained in each of the timetables of the waybill;
(b) then the set, his, of distinct hub identifiers of ltlt is constructed;
(c) the number of hub identifiers in that set, that is, card his, must be equal to one
plus the length of the consolidated list ltlt — a larger number would mean that
the individual lists of time link traversals contained in each of the timetables of
the waybill were not connected, and if it was smaller then there would be revisits.
value
83
no hub revisits: TT∗ → Bool
83
no hub revisits(ttl) ≡
83(a)
let ltlt = conchtlti|i:[ 1..len ttl ]•let ( , ,tlti′)=ttl(i) in tlti=tlti′ endi in
83(b)
let his = {hi,hi′|hi:HI•(hi′′, ,hi′′′):LinkTrav•(hi, ,hi′)∈ elems ltlt∧hi=hi′′∧hi′=hi′′′} in
83(c)
card his = len ltlt+1 end end

s96

84. (80(e)) The predicate from to expresses
18
The no hub revisits predicate tests that the sublists of timed link traversal lists contained in its single
ttl argument do not describe the revisit hubs
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(a) that the first hub identifier of the timetable list of the way bill equals the ‘from’
hub identifier of the waybill, and
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(b) that the last hub identifier of the timetable list of the way bill equals the ‘to’ hub
identifier of the waybill;
value
84
from to: (HI×HI) × TT∗ → Bool
84
from to((fhi,thi),ttl) ≡
84(a)
fhi = fstHI((ttl(1))(len ttl(1))) ∧
84(b)
thi = lstHI((ttl(len ttl))(len ttl(len ttl)))
s97

85. The commensurate costs(c,accumulated cost(ttl)) (80(f)) predicate
(a) sums the costs of the summing of costs of each individual list of timed (and costed)
link traversals given in each of the waybill timetables
(b) and compares that to the cost directly described in the waybill; the comparison
is non-determinate, that is, we do not describe precise means of comparing these
costs.
value
85 commensurate costs: Cost × Cost → Bool
85 commensurate costs(c,ttl) ≡
85(a)
let costs = sum of sums of costs(ttl) in
85(b)
costs ≃ cost end
≃: Cost × Cost → Bool
s98

86. The sum of sums of costs function calculates its cost result by recursion:
(a) if the argument list is empty the cost is zero (0),
(b) else the cost is the sum of the cost described in the first link traversal and the
sum of sums of costs of the rest of the argument list.
value
86 sum of sums of costs: TT∗ → Cost
86 sum of sums of costs(ttl) ≡
86(a) if ttl = hi then 0 else
86(b) let ( , ,c, ) = hd ttl in c ⊕ sum of sums of costs(tl ttl) end end
⊕: Cost × Cost → Cost
s99

87. The precede(sdt,rdt) (80(g)) predicate is left undefined.
Once a specific representation of dates and time has been decided upon one can then
easily define this function.
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value
87 precede: (Date×Time) × (Date×Time) → Bool
87 precede(sdt,rdt) ≡ sdt ≪ rdt

s100

s101

s102
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≪: (Date×Time) × (Date×Time) → Bool

88. The commensurate duration((sdt,rdt),duration(ttl)) (wfwbi) predicate also requires a
specific representation of dates and time in order to be calculated, that is:
(a) one must somehow subtract sdt from rdt
(b) and then perform the commensurateness test.
value
88 commensurate duration: ((Date×Time)×(Date×Time))×Days → Bool
88 commensurate duration((sdt,rdt),duration(ttl)) ≡
88(a)
let dur = rdt − sdt in
88(b)
dur ≃ duration(ttl) end
duration: TT∗ → Days
duration(ttl) ≡
if ttl = hi then 0
else let (dt, , ,dt′) = hd ttl in (dt′ ⊖ dt) ⊕ duration(tl ttl) end end
⊖: (Date×Time)×(Date×Time) → Days
⊕: Days × Days → Days

6.2

Generation of Waybills

89. A well-formed shipping request (sid,fhi,thi,rid,fas,o,dt) in the context of a net, n,
90. and a set of transport companies’ timetables, tts, now denotes, M, a set, wbs, of
n waybills: { wb1 , wb2 , . . . , wbi , . . . , wbn } where individual wbi s are of the form
(sid,fhi,thi,rid,fas,ttli ,ci ,sdti ,rdti ,duri )
91. which all satisfy wf WB(sid,fhi,thi,rid,fas,ttl,c,sdt,rdt,dur)(n,tts).
89
90
89
91

M: Ship Req → (Net × TTs) → WB-set
M(sid,fhi,thi,rid,fas,o,dt)(n,tts) as wbs
pre: wf Ship Req(sid,fhi,thi,rid,fas,o,dt)(n)
post: ∀ wb:WB • wb ∈ wbs ⇒ wf WB(wb)(n,tts)

s103

92. The set of optimal waybills depend on the optimality criterion, o:
(a) if o=fastest then the set of waybills with the same smallest duration, dur is
chosen;
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(b) if o=cheapest then the set of waybills with the same lowest cost, c is chosen; and
(c) if o=earliest arrival then the set of waybills with the same earliest arrival
date/time, rdt is chosen.

Incomplete Draft Version 1: May 16, 2009

s104

92 optimal WBs: WB-set → Optimality → WB-set
92 optimal WBs(wbs)(o) ≡
92 {wb|wb:WB • wb ∈ wbs ⇒
92
let (sid,fhi,thi,rid,fas,ttl,c,sdt,rdt,dur) = wb in
92
∼∃ wb′:(sid,fhi,thi,rid,fas,ttl,c′,sdt,rdt′,dur′):WB•wb′ ∈ wbs ∧
92
case o of
92(a)
fastest → dur′ ≺ dur,
92(b)
cheapest → c′ ≺ c,
92(c)
earliest arrival → precede(rdt,rdt′)
92
end end}
≺: (Days×Days)|(Cost×Cost) → Bool

7

Logistics Traffic

s105

93. By logistics traffic, traf:TRAFFIC, we mean a continuous function from time to pairs of
nets and vehicle positions.
94. That continuous function must satisfy some well-formedness conditions.
value
n:N
type
93 TRAFFIC′ = T → (N × (Vehicle →
m VLoc))
94 TRAFFIC = {|tra:TRAFFIC′•wf TRAFFIC(tra)(n)|}
s106

95. The well-formedness conditions for logistics traffics are:
(a) If at two times, close to one another, a vehicle is in the traffic — at both of these
times — then that vehicle is in the traffic at any time beween the two times.
(b) At no time can two or more vehicles occupy the same location.
(c) Et cetera.
s107

value
95 wf
95 wf
95(a)
95(a)
95(a)
95(b)
95(c)

TRAFFIC: TRAFFIC → N → Bool
TRAFFIC(tra)(n) ≡
∀ t,t′:T • {t,t′}⊆dom tra ∧ 0<t′−t<δT ⇒
∀ v:Vehicle • v ∈ dom(tra(t))∩ dom(tra(t′)) ⇒
∀ t′′:T • t<t′′<t′ • v ∈ dom(tra(t′′)) ∧
∀ v′:Vehicle • v6=v′ ∧ v′ ∈ dom(tra(t)) ⇒ (tra(t))(v)6=(tra(t))(v′ ) ∧
et cetera.
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s111

Specification languages, techniques and tools, that cover the spectrum of domain and requirements specification, refinement and verification, are dealt with in Alloy: [53], ASM: [70, 71],
B/event B: [1,16], CafeOBJ: [18,19,32,33], CSP [48,49,73,74], DC [78,79] (Duration Calculus),
Live Sequence Charts [17, 44, 55], Message Sequence Charts [50–52], RAISE [3–5, 34, 35, 37]
(RSL), Petri nets [54, 65, 67–69], Statecharts [40–43, 45], Temporal Logic of Reactive Systems [58, 59, 64, 66], TLA+ [56, 57, 60, 61] (Temporal Logic of Actions), VDM [11, 12, 30, 31],
and Z [46, 47, 75–77]. Techniques for integrating “different” formal techniques are covered
in [2, 13, 14, 38, 72]. The recent book on Logics of Specification Languages [10] covers ASM,
B/event B, CafeObj, CASL, DC, RAISE, TLA+, VDM and Z.
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This is an ultra-short introduction to the RAISE Specification Language, RSL.
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A.1

Types

The reader is kindly asked to study first the decomposition of this section into its sub-parts
and sub-sub-parts.
A.1.1

Type Expressions

Type expressions are expressions whose value are type, that is, possibly infinite sets of values
(of “that” type).
Atomic Types Atomic types have (atomic) values. That is, values which we consider to
have no proper constituent (sub-)values, i.e., cannot, to us, be meaningfully “taken apart”.
RSL has a number of built-in atomic types. There are the Booleans, integers, natural
numbers, reals, characters, and texts.
Basic Types
type
[1]
[2]
[3]
[4]
[5]
[6]

Bool
Int
Nat
Real
Char
Text

Composite Types Composite types have composite values. That is, values which we consider
to have proper constituent (sub-)values, i.e., can, to us, be meaningfully “taken apart”.
From these one can form type expressions: finite sets, infinite sets, Cartesian products,
lists, maps, etc.
Let A, B and C be any type names or type expressions, then:
Composite Type Expressions
[ 7 ] A-set
[ 8 ] A-infset
[ 9 ] A × B × ... × C
[ 10 ] A∗
[ 11 ] Aω
[ 12 ] A →
m B
[ 13 ] A → B
∼
[ 14 ] A → B
[ 15 ] (A)
[ 16 ] A | B | ... | C
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[ 17 ] mk id(sel a:A,...,sel b:B)
[ 18 ] sel a:A ... sel b:B

Incomplete Draft Version 1: May 16, 2009

The following are generic type expressions:
1. The Boolean type of truth values false and true.
2. The integer type on integers ..., –2, –1, 0, 1, 2, ... .
3. The natural number type of positive integer values 0, 1, 2, ...
4. The real number type of real values, i.e., values whose numerals can be written as an
integer, followed by a period (“.”), followed by a natural number (the fraction).
5. The character type of character values ′′a′′, ′′b′′, ...
6. The text type of character string values ′′aa′′, ′′aaa′′, ..., ′′abc′′, ...
7. The set type of finite cardinality set values.
8. The set type of infinite and finite cardinality set values.
9. The Cartesian type of Cartesian values.
10. The list type of finite length list values.
11. The list type of infinite and finite length list values.
12. The map type of finite definition set map values.
13. The function type of total function values.
14. The function type of partial function values.
15. In (A) A is constrained to be:
• either a Cartesian B × C × ... × D, in which case it is identical to type expression
kind 9,
• or not to be the name of a built-in type (cf., 1–6) or of a type, in which case the
∗
parentheses serve as simple delimiters, e.g., (A →
m B), or (A )-set, or (A-set)list,
or (A|B) →
m (C|D|(E →
m F)), etc.
16. The postulated disjoint union of types A, B, . . . , and C.
17. The record type of mk id-named record values mk id(av,...,bv), where av, . . . , bv,
are values of respective types. The distinct identifiers sel a, etc., designate selector
functions.
18. The record type of unnamed record values (av,...,bv), where av, . . . , bv, are values of
respective types. The distinct identifiers sel a, etc., designate selector functions.
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Concrete Types Types can be concrete in which case the structure of the type is specified
by type expressions:
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Type Definition
type
A = Type expr

Some schematic type definitions are:
Variety of Type Definitions
[ 1 ] Type name = Type expr /∗ without | s or subtypes ∗/
[ 2 ] Type name = Type expr 1 | Type expr 2 | ... | Type expr n
[ 3 ] Type name ==
mk id 1(s a1:Type name a1,...,s ai:Type name ai) |
... |
mk id n(s z1:Type name z1,...,s zk:Type name zk)
[ 4 ] Type name :: sel a:Type name a ... sel z:Type name z
[ 5 ] Type name = {| v:Type name′ • P(v) |}

where a form of [2–3] is provided by combining the types:
Record Types
Type name = A |
A == mk id 1(s
B == mk id 2(s
...
Z == mk id n(s

B | ... | Z
a1:A 1,...,s ai:A i)
b1:B 1,...,s bj:B j)
z1:Z 1,...,s zk:Z k)

Types A, B, ..., Z are disjoint, i.e., shares no values, provided all mk id k are distinct and
due to the use of the disjoint record type constructor ==.
axiom
∀ a1:A 1, a2:A 2, ..., ai:Ai •
s a1(mk id 1(a1,a2,...,ai))=a1 ∧ s a2(mk id 1(a1,a2,...,ai))=a2 ∧
... ∧ s ai(mk id 1(a1,a2,...,ai))=ai ∧
∀ a:A • let mk id 1(a1′,a2′,...,ai′) = a in
a1′ = s a1(a) ∧ a2′ = s a2(a) ∧ ... ∧ ai′ = s ai(a) end
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Subtypes In RSL, each type represents a set of values. Such a set can be delimited by means
of predicates. The set of values b which have type B and which satisfy the predicate P,
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constitute the subtype A:
Subtypes
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type
A = {| b:B

•

P(b) |}
s122

Sorts — Abstract Types Types can be (abstract) sorts in which case their structure is not
specified:
Sorts
type
A, B, ..., C

A.2
A.2.1

The RSL Predicate Calculus

s123

Propositional Expressions

Let identifiers (or propositional expressions) a, b, ..., c designate Boolean values (true or false
[or chaos]). Then:
Propositional Expressions
false, true
a, b, ..., c ∼a, a∧b, a∨b, a⇒b, a=b, a6=b

are propositional expressions having Boolean values. ∼, ∧, ∨, ⇒, = and 6= are Boolean
connectives (i.e., operators). They can be read as: not, and, or, if then (or implies), equal
and not equal.
A.2.2

Simple Predicate Expressions

Let identifiers (or propositional expressions) a, b, ..., c designate Boolean values, let x, y, ...,
z (or term expressions) designate non-Boolean values and let i, j, . . ., k designate number
values, then:
Simple Predicate Expressions
false, true
a, b, ..., c
∼a, a∧b, a∨b, a⇒b, a=b, a6=b
x=y, x6=y,
i<j, i≤j, i≥j, i6=j, i≥j, i>j
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Quantified Expressions

Let X, Y, . . ., C be type names or type expressions, and let P(x), Q(y) and R(z) designate
predicate expressions in which x, y and z are free. Then:
Quantified Expressions
∀ x:X • P(x)
∃ y:Y • Q(y)
∃ ! z:Z • R(z)

are quantified expressions — also being predicate expressions.
They are “read” as: For all x (values in type X) the predicate P(x) holds; there exists (at
least) one y (value in type Y ) such that the predicate Q(y) holds; and there exists a unique
z (value in type Z) such that the predicate R(z) holds.

A.4
A.4.1

Concrete RSL Types: Values and Operations
Arithmetic
Arithmetic

type
Nat, Int, Real
value
+,−,∗: Nat×Nat→Nat | Int×Int→Int | Real×Real→Real
∼
∼
∼
/: Nat×Nat→Nat | Int×Int→Int | Real×Real→Real
<,≤,=,6=,≥,> (Nat|Int|Real) → (Nat|Int|Real)

A.4.2

Set Expressions

Set Enumerations Let the below a’s denote values of type A, then the below designate
simple set enumerations:
Set Enumerations
{{}, {a}, {e1 ,e2 ,...,en }, ...} ∈ A-set
{{}, {a}, {e1 ,e2 ,...,en }, ..., {e1 ,e2 ,...}} ∈ A-infset
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Set Comprehension The expression, last line below, to the right of the ≡, expresses set
comprehension. The expression “builds” the set of values satisfying the given predicate. It is
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abstract in the sense that it does not do so by following a concrete algorithm.
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Set Comprehension
type
A, B
P = A → Bool
∼
Q=A→B
value
comprehend: A-infset × P × Q → B-infset
comprehend(s,P,Q) ≡ { Q(a) | a:A • a ∈ s ∧ P(a)}
s129

A.4.3

Cartesian Expressions

Cartesian Enumerations Let e range over values of Cartesian types involving A, B, . . ., C,
then the below expressions are simple Cartesian enumerations:
Cartesian Enumerations
type
A, B, ..., C
A × B × ... × C
value
(e1,e2,...,en)
s130

A.4.4

List Expressions

List Enumerations
list enumerations:

Let a range over values of type A, then the below expressions are simple
List Enumerations

{hi, hei, ..., he1,e2,...,eni, ...} ∈ A∗
{hi, hei, ..., he1,e2,...,eni, ..., he1,e2,...,en,... i, ...} ∈ Aω
h a i .. a j i

The last line above assumes ai and aj to be integer-valued expressions. It then expresses the
set of integers from the value of ei to and including the value of ej . If the latter is smaller
than the former, then the list is empty.
List Comprehension

The last line below expresses list comprehension.
List Comprehension

type
May 27, 2009, 20:21, What Is Logistics ? A Domain Analysis
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A, B, P = A → Bool, Q = A → B
value
∼
comprehend: Aω × P × Q → Bω
comprehend(l,P,Q) ≡
h Q(l(i)) | i in h1..len li • P(l(i))i

A.4.5

Map Expressions

Map Enumerations Let (possibly indexed) u and v range over values of type T 1 and T 2,
respectively, then the below expressions are simple map enumerations:
Map Enumerations
type
T1, T2
M = T1 →
m T2
value
u,u1,u2,...,un:T1, v,v1,v2,...,vn:T2
[ ], [ u7→v ], ..., [ u17→v1,u27→v2,...,un7→vn ] ∀ ∈ M

Map Comprehension

The last line below expresses map comprehension:
Map Comprehension

type
U, V, X, Y
M=U →
m V
∼
F=U→X
∼
G=V→Y
P = U → Bool
value
comprehend: M×F×G×P → (X →
m Y)
comprehend(m,F,G,P) ≡
[ F(u) 7→ G(m(u)) | u:U • u ∈ dom m ∧ P(u) ]

A.4.6

Set Operations

Set Operator Signatures Quite a set !
Set Operations
value
19 ∈: A × A-infset → Bool
20 6∈: A × A-infset → Bool
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∪: A-infset × A-infset → A-infset
∪: (A-infset)-infset → A-infset
∩: A-infset × A-infset → A-infset
∩: (A-infset)-infset → A-infset
\: A-infset × A-infset → A-infset
⊂: A-infset × A-infset → Bool
⊆: A-infset × A-infset → Bool
=: A-infset × A-infset → Bool
6=: A-infset × A-infset → Bool
∼
card: A-infset → Nat
s135

Set Examples

For your enlightment !
Set Examples

examples
a ∈ {a,b,c}
a 6∈ {}, a 6∈ {b,c}
{a,b,c} ∪ {a,b,d,e} = {a,b,c,d,e}
∪{{a},{a,b},{a,d}} = {a,b,d}
{a,b,c} ∩ {c,d,e} = {c}
∩{{a},{a,b},{a,d}} = {a}

{a,b,c} \ {c,d} = {a,b}
{a,b} ⊂ {a,b,c}
{a,b,c} ⊆ {a,b,c}
{a,b,c} = {a,b,c}
{a,b,c} =
6 {a,b}
card {} = 0, card {a,b,c} = 3
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Informal Explication
19. ∈: The membership operator expresses that an element is a member of a set.
20. 6∈: The nonmembership operator expresses that an element is not a member of a set.
21. ∪: The infix union operator. When applied to two sets, the operator gives the set whose
members are in either or both of the two operand sets.
22. ∪: The distributed prefix union operator. When applied to a set of sets, the operator
gives the set whose members are in some of the operand sets.
23. ∩: The infix intersection operator. When applied to two sets, the operator gives the set
whose members are in both of the two operand sets.
24. ∩: The prefix distributed intersection operator. When applied to a set of sets, the
operator gives the set whose members are in some of the operand sets.
25. \: The set complement (or set subtraction) operator. When applied to two sets, the
operator gives the set whose members are those of the left operand set which are not in
the right operand set.
26. ⊆: The proper subset operator expresses that all members of the left operand set are
also in the right operand set.
May 27, 2009, 20:21, What Is Logistics ? A Domain Analysis
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27. ⊂: The proper subset operator expresses that all members of the left operand set are
also in the right operand set, and that the two sets are not identical.
28. =: The equal operator expresses that the two operand sets are identical.
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29. 6=: The nonequal operator expresses that the two operand sets are not identical.
30. card: The cardinality operator gives the number of elements in a finite set.

Set Operator Definitions
symbol):

The operations can be defined as follows (≡ is the definition
Set Operation Definitions

value
s′ ∪ s′′ ≡ { a | a:A • a ∈ s′ ∨ a ∈ s′′ }
s′ ∩ s′′ ≡ { a | a:A • a ∈ s′ ∧ a ∈ s′′ }
s′ \ s′′ ≡ { a | a:A • a ∈ s′ ∧ a 6∈ s′′ }
s′ ⊆ s′′ ≡ ∀ a:A • a ∈ s′ ⇒ a ∈ s′′
s′ ⊂ s′′ ≡ s′ ⊆ s′′ ∧ ∃ a:A • a ∈ s′′ ∧ a 6∈ s′
s′ = s′′ ≡ ∀ a:A • a ∈ s′ ≡ a ∈ s′′ ≡ s⊆s′ ∧ s′⊆s
s′ 6= s′′ ≡ s′ ∩ s′′ 6= {}
card s ≡
if s = {} then 0 else
let a:A • a ∈ s in 1 + card (s \ {a}) end end
pre s /∗ is a finite set ∗/
card s ≡ chaos /∗ tests for infinity of s ∗/

A.5

Cartesian Operations
Cartesian Operations

type
A, B, C
g0: G0 =
g1: G1 =
g2: G2 =
g3: G3 =

A×B×C
(A×B×C)
(A×B)×C
A×(B×C)

value
va:A, vb:B, vc:C, vd:D
(va,vb,vc):G0,

(va,vb,vc):G1
((va,vb),vc):G2
(va3,(vb3,vc3)):G3
decomposition expressions
let (a1,b1,c1) = g0,
(a1′,b1′,c1′) = g1 in .. end
let ((a2,b2),c2) = g2 in .. end
let (a3,(b3,c3)) = g3 in .. end

s140
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List Operations

List Operator Signatures Also quite a few:

Incomplete Draft Version 1: May 16, 2009

List Operations
value
∼
hd: Aω → A
∼
tl: Aω → Aω
∼
len: Aω → Nat
inds: Aω → Nat-infset
elems: Aω → A-infset
∼
.(.): Aω × Nat → A
b: A∗ × Aω → Aω
=: Aω × Aω → Bool
6=: Aω × Aω → Bool
s141

List Operation Examples

We continue:
List Examples

examples
hdha1,a2,...,ami=a1
tlha1,a2,...,ami=ha2,...,ami
lenha1,a2,...,ami=m
indsha1,a2,...,ami={1,2,...,m}

elemsha1,a2,...,ami={a1,a2,...,am}
ha1,a2,...,ami(i)=ai
ha,b,cibha,b,di = ha,b,c,a,b,di
ha,b,ci=ha,b,ci
ha,b,ci =
6 ha,b,di
s142

Informal Explication
• hd: Head gives the first element in a nonempty list.
• tl: Tail gives the remaining list of a nonempty list when Head is removed.
• len: Length gives the number of elements in a finite list.
• inds: Indices give the set of indices from 1 to the length of a nonempty list. For empty
lists, this set is the empty set as well.
• elems: Elements gives the possibly infinite set of all distinct elements in a list.
• ℓ(i): Indexing with a natural number, i larger than 0, into a list ℓ having a number of
elements larger than or equal to i, gives the ith element of the list.
• b: Concatenates two operand lists into one. The elements of the left operand list are
followed by the elements of the right. The order with respect to each list is maintained.
• =: The equal operator expresses that the two operand lists are identical.
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• =
6 : The nonequal operator expresses that the two operand lists are not identical.
The operations can also be defined as follows:

s144

List Operator Definitions

These are informal definitions !

Incomplete Draft Version 1: May 16, 2009

List Operator Definitions
value
is finite list: Aω → Bool
len q ≡
case is finite list(q) of
true → if q = hi then 0 else 1 + len tl q end,
false → chaos end
inds q ≡
case is finite list(q) of
true → { i | i:Nat • 1 ≤ i ≤ len q },
false → { i | i:Nat • i6=0 } end
elems q ≡ { q(i) | i:Nat

•

i ∈ inds q }

q(i) ≡
if i=1
then
if q6=hi
then let a:A,q′:Q
else chaos end
else q(i−1) end

•

q=haibq′ in a end

fq b iq ≡
h if 1 ≤ i ≤ len fq then fq(i) else iq(i − len fq) end
| i:Nat • if len iq6=chaos then i ≤ len fq+len end i
pre is finite list(fq)
iq′ = iq′′ ≡
inds iq′ = inds iq′′ ∧ ∀ i:Nat

•

i ∈ inds iq′ ⇒ iq′(i) = iq′′(i)

iq′ 6= iq′′ ≡ ∼(iq′ = iq′′)
s145

A.5.2

Map Operations

Map Operator Signatures and Map Operation Examples This time we combine the two.
Map Operations and Examples
value
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∼

m(a): M → A → B, m(a) = b

Incomplete Draft Version 1: May 16, 2009

dom: M → A-infset [ domain of map ]
dom [ a17→b1,a27→b2,...,an7→bn ] = {a1,a2,...,an}
rng: M → B-infset [ range of map ]
rng [ a17→b1,a27→b2,...,an7→bn ] = {b1,b2,...,bn}
†: M × M → M [ override extension ]
[ a7→b,a′7→b′,a′′7→b′′ ] † [ a′7→b′′,a′′→
7 b′ ] = [ a7→b,a′7→b′′,a′′7→b′ ]
∪: M × M → M [ merge ∪ ]
[ a7→b,a′7→b′,a′′7→b′′ ] ∪ [ a′′′7→b′′′ ] = [ a7→b,a′7→b′,a′′7→b′′,a′′′7→b′′′ ]
\: M × A-infset → M [ restriction by ]
[ a7→b,a′7→b′,a′′7→b′′ ]\{a} = [ a′7→b′,a′′7→b′′ ]
/: M × A-infset → M [ restriction to ]
[ a7→b,a′7→b′,a′′7→b′′ ]/{a′,a′′} = [ a′→
7 b′,a′′7→b′′ ]
=,6=: M × M → Bool
◦:

(A →
m B) × (B →
m C) → (A →
m C) [ composition ]
[ a7→b,a′7→b′ ] ◦ [ b7→c,b′7→c′,b′′7→c′′ ] = [ a7→c,a′7→c′ ]
s146

Map Operation Explication
• m(a): Application gives the element that a maps to in the map m.
• dom: Domain/Definition Set gives the set of values which maps to in a map.
• rng: Range/Image Set gives the set of values which are mapped to in a map.
• †: Override/Extend. When applied to two operand maps, it gives the map which is like
an override of the left operand map by all or some “pairings” of the right operand map.
• ∪: Merge. When applied to two operand maps, it gives a merge of these maps.
• \: Restriction. When applied to two operand maps, it gives the map which is a restriction of the left operand map to the elements that are not in the right operand
set.
• /: Restriction. When applied to two operand maps, it gives the map which is a restriction of the left operand map to the elements of the right operand set.
• =: The equal operator expresses that the two operand maps are identical.
• =
6 : The nonequal operator expresses that the two operand maps are not identical.
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• ◦ : Composition. When applied to two operand maps, it gives the map from definition
set elements of the left operand map, m1 , to the range elements of the right operand
map, m2 , such that if a is in the definition set of m1 and maps into b, and if b is in the
definition set of m2 and maps into c, then a, in the composition, maps into c.

s149
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Map Operation Redefinitions

The map operations can also be defined as follows:
Map Operation Redefinitions

value
rng m ≡ { m(a) | a:A

•

a ∈ dom m }

m1 † m2 ≡
[ a7→b | a:A,b:B •
a ∈ dom m1 \ dom m2 ∧ b=m1(a) ∨ a ∈ dom m2 ∧ b=m2(a) ]
m1 ∪ m2 ≡ [ a7→b | a:A,b:B •
a ∈ dom m1 ∧ b=m1(a) ∨ a ∈ dom m2 ∧ b=m2(a) ]
m \ s ≡ [ a7→m(a) | a:A
m / s ≡ [ a7→m(a) | a:A

•
•

a ∈ dom m \ s ]
a ∈ dom m ∩ s ]

m1 = m2 ≡
dom m1 = dom m2 ∧ ∀ a:A
m1 6= m2 ≡ ∼(m1 = m2)

•

a ∈ dom m1 ⇒ m1(a) = m2(a)

m◦ n ≡
[ a7→c | a:A,c:C • a ∈ dom m ∧ c = n(m(a)) ]
pre rng m ⊆ dom n

A.6
A.6.1

λ-Calculus + Functions
The λ-Calculus Syntax
λ-Calculus Syntax

type /∗ A BNF Syntax: ∗/
hLi ::= hVi | hFi | hAi | ( hAi )
hVi ::= /∗ variables, i.e. identifiers ∗/
hFi ::= λhVi • hLi
hAi ::= ( hLihLi )
value /∗ Examples ∗/
hLi: e, f, a, ...
hVi: x, ...
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hFi: λ x • e, ...
hAi: f a, (f a), f(a), (f)(a), ...
s150
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A.6.2

Free and Bound Variables

Free and Bound Variables
Let x, y be variable names and e, f be λ-expressions.
• hVi: Variable x is free in x.
• hFi: x is free in λy •e if x 6= y and x is free in e.
• hAi: x is free in f (e) if it is free in either f or e (i.e., also in both).
s151

A.6.3

Substitution

In RSL, the following rules for substitution apply:
Substitution
• subst([N/x]x) ≡ N;
• subst([N/x]a) ≡ a,
for all variables a6= x;
• subst([N/x](P Q)) ≡ (subst([N/x]P) subst([N/x]Q));
• subst([N/x](λx• P )) ≡ λ y•P;
• subst([N/x](λ y•P)) ≡ λy • subst([N/x]P),
if x6=y and y is not free in N or x is not free in P;
• subst([N/x](λy• P)) ≡ λz•subst([N/z]subst([z/y]P)),
if y6=x and y is free in N and x is free in P
(where z is not free in (N P)).
s152

A.6.4

α-Renaming and β-Reduction
α and β Conversions

• α-renaming: λx•M
If x, y are distinct variables then replacing x by y in λx•M results in λy•subst([y/x]M).
We can rename the formal parameter of a λ-function expression provided that no free
variables of its body M thereby become bound.
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• β-reduction: (λx•M)(N)
All free occurrences of x in M are replaced by the expression N provided that no free
variables of N thereby become bound in the result. (λx•M)(N) ≡ subst([N/x]M)

s154
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A.6.5

Function Signatures

For sorts we may want to postulate some functions:
Sorts and Function Signatures
type
A, B, C
value
obs B: A → B,
obs C: A → C,
gen A: B×C → A

A.6.6

Function Definitions

Functions can be defined explicitly:
Explicit Function Definitions
value
f: Arguments → Result
f(args) ≡ DValueExpr
∼

g: Arguments → Result
g(args) ≡ ValueAndStateChangeClause
pre P(args)

Or functions can be defined implicitly:
Implicit Function Definitions
value
f: Arguments → Result
f(args) as result
post P1(args,result)
∼

g: Arguments → Result
g(args) as result
pre P2(args)
post P3(args,result)
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The symbol → indicates that the function is partial and thus not defined for all arguments.
Partial functions should be assisted by preconditions stating the criteria for arguments to be
meaningful to the function.

A.7

Other Applicative Expressions

A.7.1

s156

Simple let Expressions

Simple (i.e., nonrecursive) let expressions:
Let Expressions
let a = Ed in Eb (a) end
is an “expanded” form of:
(λa.Eb (a))(Ed )
s157

A.7.2

Recursive let Expressions

Recursive let expressions are written as:
Recursive let Expressions
let f = λa:A

•

E(f) in B(f,a) end

is “the same” as:
let f = YF in B(f,a) end
where:
F ≡ λg•λa•(E(g)) and YF = F(YF)
s158

A.7.3

Predicative let Expressions

Predicative let expressions:
Predicative let Expressions
let a:A

•

P(a) in B(a) end

express the selection of a value a of type A which satisfies a predicate P(a) for evaluation in
the body B(a).
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A.7.4

Pattern and “Wild Card” let Expressions

Patterns and wild cards can be used:
Patterns
let {a} ∪ s = set in ... end
let {a, } ∪ s = set in ... end
let (a,b,...,c) = cart in ... end
let (a, ,...,c) = cart in ... end
let haibℓ = list in ... end
let ha, ,bibℓ = list in ... end
let [ a7→b ] ∪ m = map in ... end
let [ a7→b, ] ∪ m = map in ... end

A.7.5

Conditionals

Various kinds of conditional expressions are offered by RSL:
Conditionals
if b expr then c expr else a expr end
if b expr then c expr end ≡ if b expr then c expr else skip end
if b expr 1 then c expr 1
elsif b expr 2 then c expr 2
...
elsif b expr n then c expr n end
case expr
choice
choice
...
choice
end

of
pattern 1 → expr 1,
pattern 2 → expr 2,
pattern n or wild card → expr n

s161
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Operator/Operand Expressions

A.7.6

Incomplete Draft Version 1: May 16, 2009

Operator/Operand Expressions
hExpri ::=
hPrefix Opi hExpri
| hExpri hInfix Opi hExpri
| hExpri hSuffix Opi
| ...
hPrefix Opi ::=
− | ∼ | ∪ | ∩ | card | len | inds | elems | hd | tl | dom | rng
hInfix Opi ::=
=|=
6 |≡|+|−|∗|↑|/|<|≤|≥|>|∧|∨|⇒
| ∈ | 6∈ | ∪ | ∩ | \ | ⊂ | ⊆ | ⊇ | ⊃ | b | † | ◦
hSuffix Opi ::= !

A.8

Imperative Constructs

A.8.1

s162

Statements and State Changes

Often, following the RAISE method, software development starts with highly abstract-applicative
constructs which, through stages of refinements, are turned into concrete and imperative constructs. Imperative constructs are thus inevitable in RSL.
Statements and State Change
type
Unit
value
stmt: Unit → Unit
stmt()

• Statements accept no arguments.
• Statement execution changes the state (of declared variables).
• Unit → Unit designates a function from states to states.
• Statements, stmt, denote state-to-state changing functions.
• Writing () as “only” arguments to a function “means” that () is an argument of type
Unit.
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Variables and Assignment
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Variables and Assignment

s164
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0. variable v:Type := expression
1. v := expr

A.8.3

Statement Sequences and skip

Sequencing is expressed using the ‘;’ operator. skip is the empty statement having no value
or side-effect.
Statement Sequences and skip
2. skip
3. stm 1;stm 2;...;stm n

A.8.4

Imperative Conditionals
Imperative Conditionals

4. if expr then stm c else stm a end
5. case e of: p 1→S 1(p 1),...,p n→S n(p n) end

A.8.5

Iterative Conditionals
Iterative Conditionals

6. while expr do stm end
7. do stmt until expr end

A.8.6

Iterative Sequencing
Iterative Sequencing

8. for e in list expr

•

P(b) do S(b) end
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Process Constructs

A.9
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A.9.1

Process Channels

Incomplete Draft Version 1: May 16, 2009

Let A and B stand for two types of (channel) messages and i:KIdx for channel array indexes,
then:
Process Channels
channel c:A
channel { k[ i ]:B

•

i:KIdx }

declare a channel, c, and a set (an array) of channels, k[i], capable of communicating values
of the designated types (A and B).

A.9.2
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Process Composition

Let P and Q stand for names of process functions, i.e., of functions which express willingness
to engage in input and/or output events, thereby communicating over declared channels. Let
P() and Q stand for process expressions, then:
Process Composition
P
P
P
P

kQ
⌊⌋
⌈⌉ Q
⌈⌉ Q
k– Q

Parallel composition
Nondeterministic external choice (either/or)
Nondeterministic internal choice (either/or)
Interlock parallel composition

express the parallel (k) of two processes, or the nondeterministic choice between two processes:
either external (⌈⌉
⌊⌋) or internal (⌈⌉). The interlock (–
k) composition expresses that the two
processes are forced to communicate only with one another, until one of them terminates.

A.9.3
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Input/Output Events

Let c, k[i] and e designate channels of type A and B, then:
Input/Output Events
c ?, k[ i ] ?
Input
c ! e, k[ i ] ! e Output

expresses the willingness of a process to engage in an event that “reads” an input, respectively
“writes” an output.
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Process Definitions

The below signatures are just examples. They emphasise that process functions must somehow
express, in their signature, via which channels they wish to engage in input and output events.

s169
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Process Definitions
value
P: Unit → in c out k[ i ]
Unit
Q: i:KIdx → out c in k[ i ] Unit
P() ≡ ... c ? ... k[ i ] ! e ...
Q(i) ≡ ... k[ i ] ? ... c ! e ...

The process function definitions (i.e., their bodies) express possible events.

A.10

Simple RSL Specifications

Often, we do not want to encapsulate small specifications in schemes, classes, and objects, as
is often done in RSL. An RSL specification is simply a sequence of one or more types, values
(including functions), variables, channels and axioms:
Simple RSL Specifications
type
...
variable
...
channel
...
value
...
axiom
...
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• The [#i] which adorn most ‘Type and Function Index’ entries refer to enumerated
narrative items and the formula lines.
Types, 8–32
Bezier [15(a)], 12
BoL [56(a)], 21
CId, 21
Cost [15(c)], 12
Cost [70], 23
Days [79(j)], 26
Frac [55(c)], 21
Freight Attrs [76(e)], 25
Freight Attrs [79(e)], 26
H [1], 8
HI [4], 9
HLoc [14(a)], 12
HubEntry [17], 12
HubExit [18], 12
HubTrav [16], 12
L [1], 8
Length [15(b)], 12
LI [4], 9
LinkEntry [20], 13
LinkExit [21], 13
LinkTrav [19], 13
N [1], 8
Neg Resp [77], 25
Optimality [76(f)], 25
R′ ≡Route′ [23], 14
RcvrId [76(d)], 25
RcvrId [79(d)], 26
RN [12], 10
Route′ ≡R′ [23], 14
Route≡R [23], 14
R≡Route [23], 14
Ship Req′ [76], 25
SndrId [76(a)], 25
SndrId [79(a)], 26
TCId [51(c)], 20
TCId [53(a)], 21
TI [73], 24
TimDur [14(b)], 12
Timetable ≡ TT [51(b)], 20
TLT [71], 23
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TLT′ [69], 23
TM [34], 17
TRAFFIC [94], 31
TRAFFIC′ [93], 31
TransComp [51], 20
TT [67], 23
TT [63], 22
TT′ [60], 22
TTId [59], 22
TTs′ [66], 23
Vehicle [52], 21
Vehicle type [54], 21
Velocity [52], 21
VHLoc [55(a)], 21
Vid [51(a)], 20
VId [53], 21
VLLoc [55(b)], 21
VLoc [55], 21
VM [35], 17
WB [79], 26
Functions, 8–32
≪ (date/times) [87], 30
⊖ (date/times) [88], 30
⊕ (costs) [86(b)], 29
⊕ (days) [88], 30
≺ (days or costs) [92], 31
≃ (costs) [85(b)], 29
are disjoint [27], 15
before [72], 24
calc RN [12], 10
commensurate cost [74], 24
commensurate costs [85], 29
commensurate duration [88], 30
commensurate time [73], 24
disconnected nets [28], 15
fastest route [33(b)], 17
fstHI [22(a)], 14
gen Rs, 14
HubEntries, 13
HubExits, 13
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HubTraversals, 12, 13
interval [73], 24
is connected [26], 15
is route [24(a)], 15
is sgl RM [39], 18
is sgl TM [41], 18
is sgl TM [39], 18
is sub ref net [13], 11
is sub refnet [73], 25
is sublist [82], 28
is subnet [30], 16
least costly route [33(b)], 17
length [31], 16
LinkEntries, 13
LinkExits, 13
LinkTraversals, 13
lstHI [22(b)], 14
net modalities [42], 18
no hub revisits [83], 28
obs Arrival [57(a)], 21
obs BoLs [56(a)], 21
obs Cid [56(b)], 21
obs Cost [15(c)], 12
obs HI [5], 9
obs HIs [8], 9
obs HLoc [14(a)], 12
obs Hs [2], 8
obs InTime [14(b)], 12
obs InTime [15(d)], 12
obs Length [15(b)], 12
obs LI [6], 9
obs LIs [7], 9
obs LLoc [15(a)], 12
obs Ls [3], 8
obs OutTime [14(b)], 12
obs OutTime [15(d)], 12
obs TCId [51(c)], 20
obs TCId [61], 22
obs TCId [53(a)], 21
obs Timetable ≡ obs TT [51(b)], 20
obs TM [34], 17
obs TMs [36], 17
obs TravTime [14(b)], 12
obs TravTime [15(d)], 12
obs Vehicle type [54], 21
obs Velocity [57(b)], 21
obs VId [62], 22
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obs VId [53], 21
obs VIds [51(a)], 20
obs VLoc [55], 21
obs VM [35], 17
optimal WBs [92], 31
precede [87], 30
refnet is net commensurable [65], 23
reverse route [25], 15
route TMs [40], 18
routes [24(b)], 15
shortest route [33(a)], 17
subnets [29], 16
sum of sums of costs [86], 29
travel time [32], 16
tt is refnet commensurable [64], 23
wf R [23], 14
wf TLT [71], 24
wf TLT∗ [75], 24, 25
wf TRAFFIC [95], 31
wf TT [60], 22
wf TT [63], 22
wf tt arguments [81], 28
wf TTs [68], 23
wf WB [81(a)], 27
xtr H [11], 10
xtr HIs [9], 10
xtr L [10], 10
xtr LIs [9], 10
xtr RN [75(d)], 25
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